Are you ready to be a central part of Frey’s growth
journey in Australia as a Logistics Coordinator with
commercial responsibilities?
Frey’s footprint in Australia is growing quickly and this is your opportunity to join. For this position we are looking for a person
with the drive to provide supply chain solutions as well as taking an increasingly important role in our commercial development
of Australia. Frey’s mission is to improve the efficiency in which agricultural commodities move around the world, and we are
looking for someone having 1-5 years of experience to coordinate export shipments with our Australian suppliers ensuring
logistics and shipment schedules are executed smoothly. This individual most take responsibility and have a ‘go-getter’ attitude
as well as being efficient, dedicated and detail-oriented by nature. In this role a structured approach is key.
You will become part of the global execution and logistic function, making sure that trades are executed in time and as efficiently
as possible. Working out of Melbourne and reporting to the Head of Logistics in Denmark, we expect that you are proactive,
structured and thrive in a fast-paced environment. You can maintain a composed overview, when things get hectic, and you seek
to improve continuously, by keeping a learning mindset.
Your responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary responsible for planning and booking shipments with the goal to have everything shipped according to our contract
and customer promise.
Optimizing freight and reducing execution risk by ensuring our shipment line up is optimized.
Be Frey’s subject matter expert on Australia export documentation.
Create export documentation for our overseas shipments ensuring that they are compliant with our contract terms and
meet our customers’ requirement.
Support execution of all trades and developing the functional capabilities within execution.
Supporting our continued commercial traction in Australia and gradually develop to take on more commercial
responsibilities within freight procurement and trading.
Take responsibility for issue resolution and exception management, and drive a zero-tolerance mindset towards cost
avoidance, shipment delays and manual errors.
Supporting our continued commercial traction in Australia and gradually develop to take on more commercial
responsibilities within freight procurement and trading.

Your qualifications - Probably you are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

From the grains trading industry, with 1-5 years of experience in an execution, logistics or trading function.
Skilled and confident in managing contract and shipping documentation relating to the grains trading industry.
Knowledgeable and experienced with GAFTA and GTA standards.
Interested by the intricacies of shipping, logistics and grains and have hands-on experience within the area.
Experienced in optimizing execution workflow and managing a portfolio of shipments.
Able to work with stakeholders efficiently across borders and time zones.

Job start will be as soon as possible. We will be screening candidates on an ongoing basis. If you have any questions regarding
the position, please contact Campbell May (+61 429 180 066 or cam@freycommodities.com) for more information.
Please send you application, including cover letter and CV, to: job@freycommodities.com, marked “Logistics Coordinator”.
We look forward to hearing from you.

With a clear goal to optimize the flows of
essentials such as grains and oilseeds, we aim to
connect world-class infrastructure with a data
driven trading mindset and expertise to develop
reliable commodity flows at a competitive price.
www.freycommodities.com

